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NEW CHARACTERS OVERVIEW  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

In a realistic, medieval, action-adventure game the player is followed by a child sidekick. A 
tool for creating a bond between player and child is to have the child comment on various 
game states. Write a few example barks and describe how you would approach this system. 
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Approach: 

• I would approach this system using an emotional lens, considering what the relationship is at the 

beginning of the narrative and what the intended finale state is.  

• This approach would guide natural progression of the bond, providing engaging emotional movement 

throughout the gameplay rather than a static experience the player may “switch off” to after hearing the 

NPC repeatedly over time. An effective bond cannot be forced immediately, so building opportunities 

for the player to grow into the relationship over ongoing narrative beats would be ideal.  

• A key goal would involve crafting non-repetitive barks for a wide variety of situations within technical 

constraints (length, frequency, maximum total number of unique lines, etc.) to maximise player 

engagement while minimising the irritation or annoyance that can come from overly repetitive or 

unnecessarily handhold-y NPC barks.  

• A collaborative development process (as sampled below; work in progress) would allow the narrative 

team to create a master reference for the relationship between the child NPC and the PC and its 

development over the course of the game to ensure consistency, flavor, and logical progression of the 

emotional bond as the game state changes and influences it.  
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In a thriller game, set in an alternative 1970s, the player is tracking down a person they 
suspect of being a spy. They manage to find their secret locker and search its contents. After 
a bit of thinking, the player realizes their suspicions were true. Describe the 5-7 objects found 
in the locker. Try not to rely too much on text. 

NOTES: 

• ‘Alternative’ is a broad category. How is this defined in the narrative bible? Different outcomes for historical 

event/s? Magic? Technology? -These questions would inform details and flavor of objects/other possible items 

that would have meaning in this world.  

• For the purposes of this exercise, the Vietnam War is a core conflict of greater global impact. The protagonist is 

Vietnamese, and the spy is an American who has been posing as an ally.  

 

ITEM ITEM VISUAL DESCRIPTION HOOK (least to most overt) 

Vietamese-
English-

Vietnamese 
Pocket 

Dictionary 

[External] A heavily dog-eared Vietnamese-
English dictionary. The cover is marked with 
indentations from being written on. [Internal] 
Too many words are highlighted for any to 
stand out. 

Only a tangential link to potential subterfuge. Is only 
suspicious in the context of the other items in the 
locker. 

Surgical Gloves 
Three pairs of black gloves. New. The sharp 
scent of latex hits the air as you unroll them. 

Uncertain connection to subterfuge. Could be used to 
conceal fingerprints or handle chemicals etc., but they 
also have many other purposes. 

Handful of Coins 
A handful of 5 hao coins. Barely weigh 
anything in your hand. They're mint new; 
glistening aluminium.  

The lightness of the coins could be attributed to them 
being a light aluminium rather than hollow for 
concealing tiny items, so it is not immediately clear that 
the Player should consider the coins evidence of 
subterfuge. The newness of the coins also lends 
evidence to them possibly being suspicious. 

Pocket Tools 

[External] The smooth capsule fits easily in 
your palm. [Internal] Half a dozen tiny tools in 
pristine condition: wrench, scalpel, 
screwdriver, pick, file. Expensive. 

Not necessarily indicative on its own, but in context of 
other items suggests spycraft and subterfuge due to 
the specialised nature of the tools, the quality, and 
deliberate concealability. 

Dental Mold Kit 

[External] Worn edges and a faulty latch - 
this dental kit has seen a lot of use. [Internal] 
The putty is grimy but still firm. The shape of 
dozens of keys are pressed into the 
underside. 

Appears out of place based on what the Player knows 
about the person - invites closer scrutiny. 
Key impressions in the dental putty are an indicator that 
the item is not being used for its intended purpose and 
is instead concealing its use to gain entry/keys for 
secured assets. 

 

 

 


